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- Evolution of privacy & compliance officers, as well as DPOs.
- Privacy & data protection considerations in the COVID-19 era.
- Societal and ethical impacts of COVID-19 for employers and employees.
- Wrap up.

Evolving Roles

The role of privacy & compliance officers, as well as DPOs, is evolving.

- What trends are you seeing with regard to privacy and compliance officer, as well as DPO roles?
- How are attitudes about privacy and data protection compliance changing in light of the pandemic?
COVID-19

- How can we promote ethical, privacy-aware data use and data sharing arrangements during this pandemic?
- How can privacy by design (PbD) assure solutions are both ethical and compliant?

Societal & Ethical Impacts

- What role should lawmaker and regulators play with regard COVID-19 data?
- What are some of the considerations for employers and employees as we return to the office?
- What are some of the top societal and ethical considerations for privacy in the age of this pandemic?
Wrap Up

- Q & A